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Want to get top dollar for your rentals?  Then

a no-smoking policy may be your ticket to

raising the rent.

Chicago Tobacco Prevention Project just

conducted a renter survey and found a

significant preference for nonsmoking units. 

In fact, nearly a third of all renters (32

percent) in Chicago would be willing to pay

more rent to live in smoke-free buildings.

The survey also found that nearly half of all renters say they would be more likely to rent

an apartment or unit in a completely smoke-free building where smoking is prohibited in

indoor common areas and individual units (47 percent). By comparison, 31 percent say it

would make no difference and only 20 percent would be less likely to rent on those terms.

“These poll results represent a call to action for landlords and tenants alike,” declared Joel

J. Africk, president and chief executive officer, Respiratory Health Association of

Metropolitan Chicago. “Property owners should be proud to advertise their units’ smoke-

free status; and health-conscious renters should demand smoke-free living options.”  

These findings coincide with an emerging trend in the Chicago rental market whereby

landlords and property managers are converting their rental properties to “non-smoking,”

according to Maurice Ortiz, marketing director of the Apartment People, an apartment-

finding and listing service with nearly 30,000 rental clients each year.

Studies have revealed that the cost of turning over an apartment at the end of the lease can

be as much as 90 percent higher when the unit has been occupied by a smoking tenant. But

it’s not just the cost savings that have property managers’ attention:  ”Environmentally-

friendly and health conscious properties are simply easier to rent,” says Ortiz.

The Chicago study reflects a growing awareness among prospective renters of the dangers

of secondhand smoke, with 88 percent of those surveyed ranking secondhand smoke as a

serious health hazard. “That awareness is shaping attitudes towards healthier lifestyles

relative to tobacco exposure and a strong desire to live, work and play in smoke-free

environments,” said Dave Fako, whose firm has conducted numerous polls in Illinois and

other states on attitudes towards tobacco during the past decade. This poll involved a
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random sampling of 400 adult renters within the city of Chicago.

The Chicago Tobacco Prevention Project is releasing this survey data in the midst of

tobacco “Quit Week,” Nov. 9 – 17, 2010, a week-long citywide effort to encourage

Chicagoans to quit smoking and link them to local resources.

“The goal of Quit Week is to raise awareness about the importance of smoking cessation

and to provide linkages to local resources so that people who are serious about quitting can

be successful,” said Bechara Choucair, MD, Commissioner, Chicago Department of Public

Health. “Encouraging smoke-free homes is an important strategy in our city’s winnable

battle to reduce smoking rates and exposure to secondhand smoke,” he concluded.

American Apartment Owners Association offers discounts on products and

services for landlords related to your rental housing investment, including

rental forms, tenant debt collection, tenant background checks, insurance

and financing. Find out more at www.joinaaoa.org.
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